BEACH PARTY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jkfcj_l38Y

1- Identify the following polluting items in the lyrics.

Hey everybody !
Let's trash the beach!
Trash junk up and down the beach,
Broken glass and a bottle of bleach.
Used condoms and underwear,
We're polluting and we don't even care!
Top* 6-pack-rings like a littering freak
And a bird can get them stuck at its feet.
Cause picking up trash is such a hassle*,
Bring more fun to build a garbage castle!
Rusty nails, dirty socks and soggy books,
Broken cans, rotting food and fishing hooks.
Who cares about the way it smells and how it looks?
Let's trash the beach!
Hey, I just punctured my foot with a hypodermic needle,
And I saw a seagull* chocking on a cork cock.
Cigarette butts, soda cans , and glasses case,
A diaper and a delly shoe* without a lace.
The party is an overture we trash the place!
Let's trash the beach!
Vocabulary *
top = walk on...
a hassle = a problem , a difficulty
a seagull = a white bird that lives by the sea.
delly shoes = some sort of sneakers
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2- The following adjectives are used to describe the state of some of these items .
Match each adjective with its translation.
DIRTY / ROTTING / RUSTY / SOGGY
détrempé – pourri - rouillé – sale 3- Say if the following words are verbs or nouns. Circle the correct answer
Litter
Trash

(Noun / Verb )
(Noun / Verb )

-

Garbage
Junk

(Noun / Verb )
(Noun / Verb )

-

4- Complete the following summary with a word from ex.3
“The video is a 2009 mock version of old-style beach movies . A group of youngsters
invite us to ---------- as much ----------- as possible , The more -------------, the more
fun! This awareness video is ironic (its a mock version) . Obviously, its aim is to
make people react to reckless ---------------, and that's why it ends with LET'S NOT”
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six-pack-ring / glass /
bottle of bleach / condom / underwear / nail / hypodermic needle /
cork cock / cigarette butt / glasses case / can / diaper / shoe / book / food / fishing
hook /
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source: http://www.splendad.com/ads/show/3209-Keep-California-Beautiful-Beach-Party.html
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